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Lesson Overview
This lesson focuses on an artwork that depicts things people use in a room for both functional and decorative reasons. Students will build vocabulary and enhance language arts skills while learning about decorative arts. Activities emphasize using different action verbs with nouns—through discussions about how people use objects depicted in the featured work of art.

Learning Objectives
Students will be able to:
orally describe household objects in an image of a room.
orally use there is or there are appropriately in a sentence.
match action verbs with nouns.
write positive or negative statements in complete sentences.


Featured Getty Artwork
Paneled Room by Unknown artist
http://www.getty.edu/art/gettyguide/artObjectDetails?artobj=6264" http://www.getty.edu/art/gettyguide/artObjectDetails?artobj=6264 


Materials
	Image of Paneled Room, Unknown artist
Information for Teaching about Paneled Room, Unknown artist

Post-it® Notes 
Teacher Resource: “Art Vocabulary”
	Paper and pencils

Lesson Steps
Ask students to identify objects in the classroom that are functional (meant to be used): desk, chair, map, etc. Provide Post-it® Notes with the names of the objects and have student volunteers place the notes on the corresponding objects.

Ask students to identify objects in the classroom that are decorative (used for decoration): posters, student work, etc. Provide Post-it® Notes with the names of the objects and have student volunteers place the notes on the corresponding objects.

Show an image of Paneled Room. Looking closely at the image, generate a word bank of objects in the room. If necessary, introduce vocabulary and point to the objects in the image. (See the Information for Teaching about Paneled Room by Unknown artist.)

Introduce the Art Vocabulary term decorative arts and point to decorative arts objects in Paneled Room. Explain how this room holds objects once used by the very wealthy in Paris. Discuss how these objects are both similar to and different from the ones in the classroom (i.e., both the paneled room and the classroom have a desk and chairs, which can be used for writing and sitting, but the ones in the paneled room are fancier than the ones in the classroom). Ask students what makes the objects in Paneled Room special (i.e., fancy details, a lot of gold, and materials that look expensive).

	Lead a discussion about which objects (nouns) are in Paneled Room, using there is/there are.  Examples: Is there a fireplace? Yes, there is a fireplace. Are there chairs? Yes, there are four chairs.

	Pass out paper and pencils. Looking at the class-generated list of objects in Paneled Room, have students work in pairs to come up with a list of action verbs associated with each noun. Example: You sit in a chair. You write on a desk.

	Have pairs of students orally present their lists.


	Ask students if they have objects at home similar to those in Paneled Room. Have students write their answers, whether positive or negative, in complete sentences. Examples: “I have a red chair,” or “I don’t have a desk.” “I don’t have a fireplace. I have a heater.” 


Extensions
Have students take a picture of a room in their home or draw a room they would like to live in. Have them list some of the objects in their pictures.
	Using catalogs or advertisements from furniture stores, have students create a diorama of a room they would like to live in. Have students write a narrative, in three sentences, discussing what they would do in the room. 
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